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Wetlands

The Audomarois marsh is a 
conservation area chosen by 
UNESCO in 2013 to be a «Man 
and Biosphere» reserve. All the 
water flowing from the Artois 
hills collects here, creating a 
many facetted landscape. It forms 
canals in whose waters are 
reflected the town houses of the 
old districts of Saint-Omer. 
Upstream, the «high» part of 
the marshland reclaimed in the 
Middle Ages is a labyrinth of 
winding waterways and market 
gardens of all shapes and sizes. 
Going north westwards, the 
«low» part is formed of wide 
straight bands of cultivated 
land called casiers and lègres, 
separated by ditches.  This 
land was polderized mainly in 
the 19th century according to 
techniques borrowed from the 
Dutch. 

To the east and the north of 
Saint-Omer, the extraction of 
peat has left many ponds and 
lakes, while the west side collects 
the clearer water from the 
Artois hills. Here we sometimes 
find springs of clear water, or 
artesian wells whose name is 
derived from «Artois». This part 
of the wetlands is more wooded, 
with many areas of pastureland 
formed when the railway line 
separated it from the rest of 
the marshes. The marshes are 
also crossed by some major 
canals linking Saint-Omer with 
the coast. One of these, the 
Neuffossé canal, runs beyond 
the town southwards to Arques. 
The land is also bordered by 
two forests, Clairmarais to the 
south and Eperlecques to the 
north.

Urban

The region is built up from 
Saint-Omer to Arques 
between the canal and railway 
line to the east and the D942 
road to the west of Saint-Omer 
from Lille to the coast. The old 
town retains all its character with 
its typical, yellow brick and stone 
houses two or three storeys high, 
above which tower the churches 
and chapels of centuries-old 
schools, hospitals and the town’s 
military barracks. Beyond the 
line of the former city walls lie 
the red-bricked districts that 
grew up at the start of the 20th 
century along the roads leading 
to Saint-Martin-au-Laërt and 
Longuenesse. From there to 
Arques stretches a built-up area 
with high-rise housing, a vast 
shopping centre, the university 
and a conference centre. Arques, 
dubbed a «factory town» owing 
to the urban mix of factories and 
housing, is crossed by rivers and 
canals. The town centre, where a 
major glassworks was founded, is 
now undergoing a massive urban 
development programme.

Romelaëre lake in Clairmarais.Skyline of Arques and Saint-Omer with their emblematic buildings: 
the castle and church of Arques and the cathedral of Saint Omer.
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The Saint Catherine housing development which 
contains both high-rise and individual homes developed 
between Arques and Saint-Omer in the 1970s.



The western hills

To the west of Saint-Omer and 
the wetlands, from Tournehem-
sur-la-Hem to Thérouanne, 
stretches around thirty 
kilometres of rolling countryside, 
where the foothills of the Artois 
reach the coastal plain to the 
north-west and the plains of 
Flanders to the east. This area 
is crossed by three rivers which 
flow from west to east: the 
Hem to the north, the Aa in the 
centre and the Lys to the south, 
separated by dry valleys and 
artesian wells. While the fields 
near the villages are separated 
by hedgerows, beyond them lie 
vast areas of farmland growing 
cereal crops, such as barley for 
the brewing industry, and sugar 
beet. The region is bordered 
to the north by the forests of 
Tournehem and Eperlecques. 

The Aa valley

The paper mills along the 
river often grew up around 
watermills, some of which 
can still be seen, interspersed 
between the floodplains. Some 
settlements grew up on the 
rocky outcrop of the north side 
of the valley, such as Wizernes, 
or on the valley floor between 
the former backwaters of the 
river, like Blendecques. The 
steeper south side is covered 
in woodland; only the concrete 
dome of the Coupole in 
Helfaut is visible above the 
trees. 

The Landes plateau

The Landes plateau, a «regional 
nature reserve», lies between the 
Aa valley and the Lys river basin. 
It forms a landscape that is unique 
in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais, with 
heather, gorse and trees that 
prosper well in its acidic soil. With 
its ponds, lakes and heathland, it 
offers a natural habitat for a wide 
variety of plant and wildlife. There 
are around thirty endangered 
species of bird nesting in the 
Landes. And over 450 species of 
plants have been identified there. 
The plateau also offers many 
nooks and crannies where small 
reptiles and amphibians can hide. 

The Lys and Hem valleys

The region is also crossed by 
the Lys and Hem rivers which 
start in the Artois hills. They then 
flow into the lowlands of the 
Flemish plains. The rivers flow 
more slowly here, meandering 
and sometimes splitting into 
two or crossing larger expanses 
of water. With their meadows 
and hedgerows, woods and 
tree-lined river banks, green is 
the predominant colour of the 
valley bottoms, punctuated here 
and there by villages and hamlets. 
Stone or the more recent brick-
built watermills and their sluice 
gates operate in pace with the 
flow.

The church, ruins of the Sainte Colombe Abbey and 
castles of Blendecques on the banks of the Aa.

Heather on the Landes plateau in Helfaut. Lys valley in Rebecques.



Prehistoric settlers

Archaeological finds in the 19th 
and 20th centuries show that 
the region has been peopled 
since prehistoric times. The 
largest finds were discovered 
on the slopes of the Aa 
valley. Our knowledge of the 
prehistoric era in the North of 
France was greatly furthered 
by the discovery of around 
one hundred carved flints in 
Hallines. This 16 thousand 
odd year old site was probably 
frequented 
by hunters in the lower 
Paleolithic era. 

Impact of Christianity 
on the Morini

There are few traces of Christianity 
before the 7th century in Morini. 
To encourage its development, in the 
year 638 king Dagobert the First put a 
fervent monk, Audomar, at the head of 
the Thérouanne bishopric. 
Through his preaching and missionary 
activities, the surrounding lands gradually 
became converted to Christianity. 
The donation of the Sithiu domain by 
Adroald, a wealthy convert to this new 
religion, enabled the founding of a church 
then a monastery there around 649. 
While Thérouanne retained its position 
as bishopric, it was from the monastery 
of Sithiu that Christianity spread in the 
region. The worship of relics contributed 
to the growth of towns such as Saint-
Omer whose urban identity was forged 
from the late 9th century. At the same 
time, a network of churches mentioned 
in the polyptych of Saint-Bertin (an 
administrative records document) 
shows that most of the population living 
around the abbey had been converted 
to Christianity. In Moringhem, a tomb 
was found showing that there was a well 
established community there by the mid 
11th century.

At the other end 
of the Roman empire :  
Thérouanne

The celtic origin of the name 
Thérouanne, Taruanna, probably 
indicates that there used to be 
a Gallic settlement here.  After 
the Roman conquest (1 BC), the 
area was the centre of the civitas 
Morinorum, the land of the Morini 
which covered most of the present 
Pas-de-Calais department. Apart 
from the many gallo-roman tombs 
found around Thérouanne, there 
are many remains of roman villas 
to be found in the area, particularly 
in Herbelles and Zouafques. The 
landscape is marked by pre-roman 
and gallo-roman constructions. 
The Chaussée Brunehaut 
and Leulène roads still have a 
structuring effect on the lands of 
the Morini and the Audomarois.

Mammoth skeleton reconstituted from bones found during an 
archaeological dig in Arques. Private collection.

Details of the Peutinger Table. This mediaeval copy of an 
ancient map clearly illustrates the strategic position of Thé-
rouanne at the crossroads of some major trade routes. ÖNB 
Bildarchiv, Wien, Cod.324.
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Dagobert giving a cross to brother Omer from Luxeuil 
abbey after appointing him bishop of Thérouanne. 
Illumination from the Life of Saint Omer, 11th century, 
ms.698, Library of the Saint Omer region.



The «Golden» 
Middle Ages

Between the 11th and the late 
13th century, the region enjoyed 
a period of wealth and growth. 
The work to reclaim the land was 
completed and the resulting plots 
in the wetlands were cultivated. 
A feudal system ruled over the 
people. The nobility strengthened 
their authority by constructing 
motte and bailey castles, such 
as those in Nordausques and 
Nielles-les-Thérouanne. The 
region was controlled mainly by 
the count of Artois and the bishop 
of Thérouanne, the possessions and 
rights of whom were collectively 
known as «la Régale». The town 
of Saint-Omer grew tenfold 
between the year 1000 and the 
start of the 13th century. At the 
start of the 12th century, the Aa 
river was canalized, thus linking 
the town to the sea at Gravelines. 
Located at the crossroads between 
Flanders, France and England, 
the region enjoyed a period of 
massive economic growth and the 
Audomarois became well known 
for its drapery and wine trading. 

Troublesome times
in the late Middle Ages 

The 14th century saw the start 
of a long period of troubles for 
the Audomarois and Morini. 
Alongside famine and the plague, 
there was the deadly Hundred 
Years War. After the English had 
taken Calais, the whole region 
suffered from regular pillaging by 
various factions. As a defensive 
reaction to this, hideaways 
were built in the quarries 
of Wizernes, castles were 
restored in Eperlecques and 
Tournehem and rural domaines 
like Arques and Herbelles 
were fortified. In Thérouanne 
and Saint-Omer, the rulers 
accorded increasing amounts of 
money to building fortifications 
in spite of falling revenues.

Spiritual zeal against 
a background of 
endemic warfare

During the first half of the 
16th century, Thérouanne 
was the only remaining French 
stronghold while Saint-Omer 
and the rest of the Artois fell 
under the rule of the Hapsburgs. 
Entire villages such as Delettes 
or Clarques were destroyed 
during the military campaigns of 
1513, 1537 and 1542. In 1553, 
Thérouanne was razed to the 
ground by Charles V of Spain, 
but the resulting peace did not 
last long. War was endemic until 
the end of the 17th century in 
spite of the many truces, and 
fear of its return led several 
villages to create save havens in 
their churches. It was often in 
the tower that people sought 
refuge, such as in Helfaut or 
Nordausques. 

In parallel to these conflicts, 
the Audomarois region also 
saw a resurgence of religious 
fervour which was to continue 
thoughout the 16th and 17th 
centuries. While Protestantism 
spread throughout the north-
west of Europe, Saint-Omer 
became a bastion of Catholicism. 
Under the impetus of bishops 
Gérard d’Haméricourt and 
Jacques Blase, learning and 
the instruction of priests was 
considered an all-important 
means of combatting heresy. 
They called upon the Jesuits to 
found two colleges in 1565 and 
1593 in Saint-Omer, where a 
seminary was also set up in 1604. 
In the countryside, this Catholic 
reformation brought with it 
many new priests who started 
keeping parish registers and 
developed the cult of the Virgin 
Mary, such as in Ecques where 
the brotherhood of the Saint 
Rosaire was set up. 

Foulque de Saint-Aldegonde, a member of an 
important local family, immortalized in a slab of the 
pavement of the cathedral of Saint-Omer in the 13th 
century.

Fantastic vision of the siege of Thérouanne by Charles V’s army in 
1537. The imperial army can be seen in the foreground with the 
beseiged city behind it. Painted by Herri Met de Bles, 16th century.

Consacrated in 1636, the Jesuit Chapel illustrates the 
importance of this religious order.



The region becomes 
French again

While most of the Artois 
returned to French rule in 1659, 
the bailiwick of Saint-Omer 
remained under Hapsburg 
domination. In 1677, Louis XIV’s 
armies took Saint-Omer. 
The capitulation of the town 
was signed symbolically in 
Thérouanne. At the death of 
the «Sun King», there followed 
several decades of peacetime 
and prosperity, as illustrated 
by the reconstruction of the 
churches in Tatinghem and 
Serques. French influence 
was also seen in the region’s 
architecture. Flemish-inspired 
buildings gave way to French 
styles. Saint-Omer was 
rebuilt in a classical style, like 
the abbey Sainte-Colombe of 
Blendecques and the Saubruit 
château in Salperwick.  

A wind of change 
in the 19th century

The technical progress made 
throughout the 19th century 
brought with it many new 
industries. A glassworks was 
set up in Arques in 1815 
and a number of food and 
drink manufacturers (such 
as breweries and distilleries) 
flourished in and around Saint-
Omer. Paper manufacturing 
became the speciality of the Aa 
valley under the Dambricourt 
and Avot families who opened 
several factories there. The 
arrival of several railway lines 
contributed to this economic 
growth and opened up some 
of the most isolated parts 
of the region. 

The railways boosted trade in 
towns such as Thérouanne and 
Tournehem-sur-la-Hem. The 
countryside and its resources 
also underwent changes at this 
time. The growing of sugar beet 
was introduced to meet the 
increasing demand for sugar 
in the towns. Construction 
materials were also supplied 
from the region’s rural areas. 
While chalk quarries in Nort-
Leulinghem and Delettes 
provided the raw materials 
for stonemasonry and lime 
manufacturing, earth was 
extracted from the clay pits in 
Heuringhem and Houlle for 
making bricks.

Château of the Titelouze de Gournay family, late 18th century, 
Clarques. 

Workers’ housing attached to the Avot papermill in 
Blendecques around 1900. Private collection.

The old general hospital founded in 1702 by bishop Louis-Al-
phonse de Valbelle has been the administrative centre of 
Saint Omer since 2007.
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A 20th century 
marked by conflict

Two world wars left a deep 
mark on the region where for 
four years the Morini and the 
Audomarois served as the rear 
bases for the Allied armies. 
Saint-Omer was home to the 
British Army HQ from 1914 
to 1916 while the Bruyères 
and Longuenesse aerodrome 
was the nerve centre for the 
Royal Air Force. All the towns 
contributed to the war effort by 
providing billets for the troops 
and accommodating military 
infrastructures, such as hospitals 
in Arques and Herbelles, 
training centres in Mametz 
and Moulle and munitions 
depots such as the one in 
Wardrecques. 

New challenges 

On account of the changing 
economic situation, the 
industrial activities of the 
region need to be diversified 
and its infrastructures updated. 
Favouring a more local economy, 
the Audomarois and Morini have 
chosen to promote the quality 
of their environment and their 
rich historical past to drive their 
development. Preserving and 
promoting local heritage is a 
means to meeting the challenges 
of the 21st century by favouring 
the development of tourism and 
encouraging people to move to 
the region.

World War II was even more 
devastating. Thérouanne had 
already suffered the ravages of 
the German airforce during the 
Battle of France. Then after 1943, 
the Allies bombed the region in 
response to the construction of 
launching bases by the Germans 
for their secret weapons. The 
airmen shot down during these 
operations were looked after 
by the local resistance factions 
and escape routes to England 
were put in place. Finally, on 
5 September 1944, France 
was liberated when the First 
Canadian Army, composed of 
Canadians and Polish soldiers, 
caused the Germans to 
retreat to the north and east. 
This did not end the region’s 
hardships however; the work to 
reconstruct the towns destroyed 
in the war took over ten years.

The military cemetery of the plateau de Bruyères in Saint-Omer 
is a memorial to the British soldiers that fell in WW1.

The Maison du Marais in Saint-Martin-au-Laërt is an 
information centre in the heart of the wetlands.

The Coupole d’Helfaut is a massive bunker built by 
the Todt Organization in 1943-44 as a launching base 
for the V2 rockets intended to destroy London.

Revival in the last half of 
the 20th century

Once the wounds left by WW2 
had healed, the region started 
looking to the future. The 
Arques glass factory became the 
figurehead of unprecedented 
industrial growth. It generated 
greater changes to the region 
between 1950 and 2000 than 
in the previous two centuries. 
The former marshland dwellers 
and people from the rural areas 
moved into new homes built 
along the Aa valley while demand 
for workers generated a rise 
in population in all parts of the 
region. The St-Omer district was 
created in 1961 and provided 
a joint structure for planning 
new urban developments. 
These also affected the rural 
communities. Increased housing 
and land consolidation from 
the end of the 1960s generated 
considerable changes in 
agricultural practices and the 
structure of farms in the region.



Rivers 
and canals

From the earliest historical 
records, we know that the 
Saint-Omer region was crossed 
by the «tin route» which went 
from Great Britain to Rome. 
This ancient road, known as the 
Leulène, still structures the land 
from Tournehem-sur-la-Hem 
to Thérouanne which later 
became a major centre in Roman 
Gaul. The road from Cassel to 
Boulogne via Eperlecques and 
Tournehem was well travelled 
by the Roman legions in their 
marches from the seaport to 
Germania. When towns such 
as Saint-Omer developed 
between Flanders and the Artois, 
a new road was built running 
from Calais in the north-west 
to Arras in the south-east. 
Otherwise, most transport was 
via the waterways. Saint-Omer 
became an inland port owing to 
its two canals leading to the sea, 
the Grand Large built in 1100 and 
the Grande Rivière built in 1165, 
together with its network of 
internal waterways. 

Following the recommendations 
of Vauban, the Calais canal was 
built in 1695 and work was 
started in 1754 to link the rivers 
Aa and Lys. In the 18th century, 
a route royale (main road) was 
built south-westwards from 
Saint-Omer. This road crosses 
Wizernes then climbs up to the 
plateau above the Aa valley. The 
Industrial Revolution brought 
with it in 1848 the first railway 
line from Lille to Calais via Saint-
Omer. The line from Saint-Omer 
to Boulogne was opened in 1895 
through the Aa valley to Arques 
where a new industrial invention 
had been built on the canal, the 
Fontinettes ship lift. A number 
of local lines also appeared, 
firstly the Anvin to Calais line 
via Tournehem in 1882 then 
the Aire to Berck-sur-Mer line 
through the Lys valley. These 
lines were closed down in 1955. 

Land reclamation
in the marshes 

As early as the Middle Ages, the 
monks of Saint-Bertin’s abbey 
built a canal from Arques to 
Saint-Omer. By channelling the 
water from the marshes, they 
were able to start reclaiming 
the land at the same time as 
the town developed. When the 
canals were extended to the 
sea the water level dropped in 
the marshes, and the upper part 
became fully cultivated before 
1215. Peat cutting left ponds 
and lakes used for fish farming. 
Polder techniques were used 
as early as the 15th century in 
the common pasturelands north 
of Saint-Omer. These were 
cultivated as of 1786 while the 
rest of the low marshes was only 
cultivated in the 19th century. 
The region’s 170 kilometers 
of rivers are maintained by 
the Cercles d’eau Institution of 
wateringues, founded during the 
Empire and the 500 km of canals 
are maintained by their owners. 
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The former leg of the Neuffossé canal has structured urban 
development

The two faces of the marshes: The high marsh in the foreground with 
the low marsh at the back.

Passenger entrance to Saint-Omer railway station, built 
in 1902-1903. Became a listed building in 1984.



The cadastre of 
a large mediaeval town

We can see how Saint-Omer 
developed by looking at the 
layout of the town. Rue Saint-
Bertin, the first processional 
route, links the close of Saint-
Bertin with the collegial church, 
these being the focal points 
of the town. An arc of streets 
curves behind the cathedral 
following the line of the initial 
walls of the castellany motte. The 
first market square was located 
nearby. A second larger square 
was later set up more to the 
north of the town. From there a 
number of wide streets parallel 
to the rue Saint-Bertin lead 
down to the trading docks and 
the port dating back to the 12th 
century. These cross a series of 
streets circling the town, which 
narrow suddenly where the 
gates to the city once stood. 
Boulevards now follow the line 
of the 13th century ramparts, 
modernized in the 16th century 
and dismantled in 1895.

Traces of 
a vanished city

We can still clearly see where 
the ancient city of Thérouanne 
stood by the lines of trees 
planted around its perimeter. 
After its destruction in 1553, 
the people moved to to the old 
quarter of Saint-Martin-outre-
l’Eau, building their homes along 
the present Grand’Rue, which 
used to be the old chaussée 
Brunehaut road. The city’s final 
hours have also left their marks 
on the landscape. The gun 
terraces made for the seige of 
Thérouanne are clearly visible 
around the farm of Saint-Jean in 
Clarques.

Eperlecques and 
Tournehem-sur-la-Hem, 
border towns

Eperlecques and Tournehem-
sur-la-Hem have kept all 
the traits characteristic of a 
mediaeval border town. Their 
forests marked the horizon seen 
from the bailiwick of Saint-
Omer. Beyond there lay the 
Boulonnais, the Land of Langle 
and of Brédenarde. Their military 
role is evidenced by the layout of 
Tournehem around its castle, 
and the vestiges of mottes and 
castles in Eperlecques. Up to 
the Revolution, both towns were 
the administrative centres of a 
group of villages governed by the 
châtelain, each of which
 had its own customs. 

Old map of the mediaeval road whose path is still used 
in Saint Omer. Map by Ortélius, 1594. Saint-Omer 
district library.

Vestige of a mediaeval gate in the castellany village of 
Tournehem-sur-la-Hem. 

Thérouanne. Leading from the main street in the foreground, the 
rue Saint Jean leads to the former site of the old cathedral.

A long time afterwards, 
Eperlecques and Tournehem-
sur-la-Hem still had remnants 
of their own local government, 
and their craftsmen and 
traders continued to serve the 
population of the surrounding 
villages.



4

Religious heritage

Prior to the Revolution, the 
region was the seat of many 
influential abbeys, some of whose 
ruins have been preserved: 
Saint-Omer, Clairmarais, 
Blendecques, Clarques and 
Longuenesse. The Cathedral of 
Saint-Omer is the finest example 
of mediaeval gothic art in the 
Nord-Pas-de-Calais. While most 
of the parish churches have been 
rebuilt, the gothic style is still 
predominant. In the middle of 
the Revolution, a monumental 
calvary made of chalk and wood, 
complete with pilasters and 
roundels, was erected in Nort-
Leulinghem and is now a listed 
historic monument.
The reinstatement of the 
church in the 19th century was 
supported by some wealthy 
industrial families such as 
the Dambricourt family who 
commissioned the building of a 
new church in Hallines using 
renowned architects such as 
Clovis Normand. 

These churches contained a 
wealth of ecclesiastic art from 
different periods.  At the same 
time, religious fervour remained 
strong among the people and 
many rural churches were 
restored during the 19th century. 
New stained glass windows were 
installed in Rebecques and 
Delettes for example funded 
by the parishioners and local 
industry, as were the furnishings 
of the church in Crecques and 
the processional banners in 
Zouafques. A great number of 
shrines and grottos dedicated to 
our Lady of Lourdes were also 
erected at that time. Examples 
of the religious heritage of the 
second half of the 20th century 
are Saint-Folquin’s church in 
Wizernes and the stained glass 
windows of Saint-Martin of 
Nordausques.

Fortifications

The region’s history 
and geography explains 
the numerous defensive 
constructions built over the 
centuries: from mediaeval mottes 
and baileys to fortified churches 
and farms in modern times.
While most of the city walls 
have disappeared from the 
region’s towns, they can be still 
be discerned in the landscape, 
like the way the land has been 
shaped and the curtain of trees 
in Thérouanne. Tournehem-
sur-la-Hem still has one of 
its 15th century gateways. Part 
of the fortifications remain 
in Saint-Omer, alongside a 
powder store and barracks 
dating back to the 17th and 18th 
centuries.
The Coupole d’Helfaut, 
Eperlecques Bunker and the 
constructions at the Bruyères 
aerodrome in Saint-Omer are 
the most significant traces left by 
WW2 in the region.
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The church of Saint-Nicolas d’Ecques and its romanesque 
tower were fortified in the 17th century.

The castellany motte of Saint-Omer integrated into the urban 
landscape. At its summit, a prison built in the 18th century is now used 
for artists’ residencies and art exhibitions. Nearby stands the gothic 
cathedral and the modern brick fortifications.

The De la Barre barracks, built during the 18th century, 
bear witness to the military past of the town of Saint 
Omer.



Castles and 
mansion houses

The castle in Arques and the 
château d’Ecou in Tilques were 
mainly reconstructed in the early 
20th century from what existed 
from the original mediaeval 
structure.
A new type of home developed 
in the 18th century amongst the 
urban elite. These town houses 
were built with a courtyard to 
the front and gardens to the 
back. Their design was inspired 
by the former bishop’s palace 
in Saint Omer. The house built 
by Marie-Josèphe Sandelin, now 
a museum, is a fine example of 
this style of architecture. These 
aristocratic families would also 
build manors and mansion 
houses in the countryside, such 
as Titelouze in Clarques.
During the 19th century, some 
rich industrialists built elaborate 
homes as a status symbol, such 
as the neo-Renaissance castle of 
Prudent Avot in Blendecques.

Feats of hydraulic 
engineering

As early as the Middle Ages, 
waterways were canalized and 
used as a means of getting 
around the region and enhancing 
its infrastructures. The water 
levels were regulated by the 
many sluice gates and locks. After 
the Neuffossé canal was built in 
the 18th century in Arques, the 
water flowing from the Aa into 
the marshes was regulated by 
the flight of locks in Arques. 
This series of locks, allowing 
the difference of level between 
the Aa and Lys valleys to be 
navigated, was replaced in 1888 
by a ship lift designed by the 
English architect E. Clark and the 
French engineer M. Bertin.

Technical and industrial 
heritage

Windmills, such as those in 
Moringhem and Serques 
made respectively of limestone 
or yellow brick, and the many 
watermills to be found in the 
valleys, played an important role 
in the early cottage industries of 
the region.
Most of these started up in the 
19th century along the banks 
of the Aa. Towns like Arques 
developed at that time, with 
factory buildings, housing for 
both the workers and the 
factory owners and leisure 
facilities growing up side by side.
Other more artisanal industries 
also developed, mainly in the 
food and beverages sector, such 
as the brewery in Heuringhem.

The Château d’Ecou in Tilques became a listed 
building in 2014.

The Moringhem windmill became a listed building 
in 2015. 

The Fontinettes Ship Lift in Arques became a listed building 
in 2013.

The canals were crossed by 
swing or rotating bridges, two 
examples of which remain 
in the Haut Pont quarter of 
Saint-Omer. The importance 
of water in the region can 
be seen in such structures as 
the fountains of Saint-Omer, 
the well of Saint-Bertin in 
Houlle or the Dragor pump 
in Mentque-Norbécourt. 
An ancient drinking trough has 
been preserved in Delettes, 
illustrating the agricultural 
history of the village.



Clay

Bricks have been used in 
the region’s architecture for 
centuries. From the Middle Ages 
to the 19th century, these were 
mainly made of a mixture of 
clay and sand. Red bricks came 
with the industrial revolution 
in the 19th century. In the early 
20th century, the façaces of 
many buildings were decorated 
with grey cement bricks and 
painted earthenware designs, 
some of which were produced in 
Campagne-lès-Wardrecques.
Clay mixed with straw was also 
used in rural wattle and daub 
type constructions by applying 
the mixture to a wooden 
lattice, a technique known 
as «clayonnage», after which 
the walls were whitewashed. 
Some of the houses in Nort-
Leulinghem and barns in 
Rebecques were built using this 
technique. 

Chalk and limestone

Chalk was quarried until the 
19th century, particularly in 
Delettes and in the Hem 
Valley. First reserved for 
building monuments, it then 
became commonly used near 
to the quarries, such as in  
Tournehem-sur-la-Hem. 
Limestone was used with brick 
to create the patterns so typical 
of the region’s architecture 
(«rouge-barre» technique). These 
alternating rows of limestone 
and brick also sometimes 
incorporated yellow brick into 
the designs. Some stone gables 
in the region have also been 
reinforced by bricks fired at 
extra high temperatures to make 
them more resistant than chalk.

Flint

Extracted from the clay or 
chalk beds, flint was mainly 
used for sealing the foundations 
of buildings such as those in 
Helfaut. It can also be used as 
a building material on its own, 
as in the lodge of the château 
d’Hallines or with other 
materials in a chequerboard 
pattern. An example of this is 
the church of Upen d’Aval in 
Delettes.
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The north wall of the church in Serques shows the wide 
variety of materials used: red brick, yellow brick, flint and 
limestone.

A farm building made of brick and limestone in 
the hamlet of Nielles-lès-Thérouanne.

Brick edging of the gable end of a house in Tournehem-sur-la-Hem.



Farms

The changing environment 
and different farming methods 
has resulted in a wide variety 
of agricultural architecture. 
This ranges from long, small 
farmhouses with adjoining 
outbuildings  to more imposing 
farms. The large farms were 
often constructed around a 
square courtyard. This was 
sometimes open at the corners, 
especially in the case of farms 
specializing in animal breeding 
such as the one in Guémy 
(hamlet of Tournehem). The 
closed farmyard design is most 
often found in the south of 
the region. Apart from the 
farmhouse, these farms included 
a number of outbuildings with 
dovecotes, sheds and water 
troughs.

Early industrial housing

The industrial revolution that 
began in the 19th century 
considerably changed the 
architectural landscape. Red 
bricks, used for the first 
time on a large scale, offered 
builders multiple possibilities. 
The most basic brick houses 
had very plain façades whose 
only ornamentation generally 
amounted to curved lintles and 
dentil moulding. On the other 
hand, the houses built for the 
bourgeoisie were designed 
to show off their wealth by 
considerable use of ostentatious 
decorative features. Many 
identical rows of small houses 
were also built during the 19th 
century for the workers. 

Housing during 
the second Reconstruction

After the war, some towns near 
to German infrastructures that 
were destroyed by bombing, 
such as Wizernes, were almost 
completely reconstructed.
The architecture of the time, 
one of the masters of which was 
Joseph Philippe, a pupil of Dom 
Bellot, was mainly characterized 
by the use of red bricks and tiles. 
Many of the houses had large 
feature windows, with white-
painted concrete sills to contrast 
with the brick.
Open plan designs and use of 
industrial materials were the 
inspiration for houses built 
during the post-war boom, 
particularly those developed as 
part of a housing scheme led by 
two of the region’s industrialists, 
glassworks owner Jacques 
Durand and papermakers Pierre 
Avot and Michel Bleinaert. 

In the Haut-Pont district of Saint-Omer, the small 
houses of the farm workers contrast with the more 
opulent homes of the market gardeners.

Market gardeners’ houses

The houses in the Audomarois 
marshes, whether inside or 
outside the town, were all based 
on a similar design:  the house 
and outhouses would be built 
near a ditch which was often the 
only means of reaching them. 
In the marshes where housing 
was more sparse, the outhouses 
would be built next to the main 
house and the front of the house 
would always face south-east. In 
the town however, the market 
gardeners’ houses would be built 
on narrow plots, each next to 
the other, with the outhouses at 
the back. They can be recognized 
by their wide front doorways 
through which they would bring 
their goods in and out. Near to 
these can be found smaller, lower 
houses for the farm labourers.

Arques : Example of standardized housing in the late 
19th century.

Victim of the allied bombing, the hamlet Coubronne d’Ecques 
was fully rebuilt after WW2.



Great tastes

The region is predominantly 
agricultural with cereal crops 
and sugar beet grown in 
the south part and mainly 
vegetables in the Audomarois 
marshes where around 40 
families cultivate 40 hectares of 
land producing endive, Tilques 
carrots and cauliflowers. 
Around 6 million heads of 
cauliflower are grown each 
year and sold by “clock” or 
descending price auction.
At the start of the 20th 
century, most of the region’s 
villages had at least one 
brewery. The Saint-Omer 
brewery, founded in 1811, 
remains one of the largest 
independent breweries in 
France.
Genièvre is a cereal-based 
spirit flavoured with juniper 
berries. The Persyn family 
distillery founded in 1816 in 
Houlle is the last «juniper gin» 
distillery in France.

Crafts and Industry

The people of the Audomarois 
marshes have developed 
skills particular to their 
environment. Their flat-
bottomed boats called bacoves 
and escutes are used to carry 
goods and machinery around 
the canals. Many tools, with 
such outlandish names as 
grèpe, weslag and baguernette, 
have been developed for canal 
maintenance. 
The paper manufacturers in the 
Aa valley are the perpetuators 
of a craft dating back to the 
15th century, according to the 
earliest records of paper mills 
in the region. As new technical 
processes were developed, 
this cottage industry grew 
exponentially.
Arc International is the 
figurehead of the region’s 
industry. The glassworks in 
Arques enjoyed massive 
growth when it imported 
manufacturing techniques from 
the USA in the 1930s. It is 
now one of the big names in 
tableware all over the world.

Traditions

Saint-Omer, like many other of 
the towns in the North of France, 
has counted many giants among its 
population. They are made by various 
clubs and associations and brought out 
to join the river procession in the Haut-
Pont district on the third Sunday in July. 
Many traditional games were played 
avidly up until only a few decades ago, 
such as one of the precursors of tennis 
where sieves are used instead of rackets 
and which is still played in Marthes.
There are also several popinjay or pole 
archery clubs that date back to the 
mediaeval brotherhoods of archers 
and crossbowmen, such as the Saint 
Sebastian club in Bayenghem-lès-
Eperlecques. The sport consists of 
shooting at targets or «birds» attached 
to a pole around 20 to 30 metres high. 
Another mediaeval sport is still well 
alive in Inhem. It involves throwing a 
javelin, whose end is decorated with 
feathers, as close as possible to a ring 
target. 
One of Saint-Omer’s key sports is 
rink hockey which is played on roller 
skates. The SCRA, Skating Club de la 
Région Audomaroise, was founded in 
1934 and is regularly top of the French 
league tables.Ta
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Traditional marsh vegetables are sold from the Haut-
Pont canal in Saint-Omer.

Every year in April, the village of Moringhem brings out 
its épeutnaerts, the local term for scarecrows.

Illustration of the industrial expertise of the Arc International 
glassworks.
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• ARQUES :  Ship lift - lock flight - castle
• BAYENGHEM-LÈS-EPERLECQUES :  
Church of Saint-Wandrille - castellany 
motte
• BLENDECQUES :  
Watermills – country manors of 
factory owners - ancient abbey of Sainte 
Colombe
• CAMPAGNE-LÈS-WARDRECQUES : 
Church of Saint Martin
• CLAIRMARAIS :  Ancient Cistercian 
abbey - Audomarois Marshes - Grange 
Nature

• CLARQUES : Château - ruins of Saint 
Augustin’s abbey - war memorial
• DELETTES : Saint Maxime and Notre-
Dame de l’Assomption churches - white 
limestone houses
• ECQUES : Church of Saint Nicolas - 
fortified farmouse of the Rons - post-war 
housing
• EPERLECQUES : Castellany mottes - 
châteaux - bunker
• HALLINES : Church of Notre-Dame de 
bon Secours – country manors of factory 
owners - watermills

• HELFAUT : The Coupole, the V2 
launching base - Landes plateau - 
sanatorium
• HERBELLES : Fortified farm of Saint 
Bertin’s Abbey - church of Saint Léger
• HEURINGHEM : Landes plateau
• HOULLE : Audomarois marshes - 
Church of Saint Jean-Baptiste - Persyn 
distilleryn
• INGHEM : Church of Notre-Dame
• LONGUENESSE : Chartreux farm - 
20th century urban developments

• MAMETZ :  Three churches :  Saint 
Vaast, Saint Honoré and Saint Quentin 
- watermills
• MENTQUE-NORBÉCOURT :  Wind-
mills - castellany motte - Saint Léger and 
Saint Gilles churches - church of Saint 
Wandrille
• MORINGHEM : Windmills - churches 
of Saint André and Saint Maxime
• MOULLE :  Audomarois Marshes - 
Church of Saint Nicolas
• NORDAUSQUES : Church of Saint 
Martin and its Stained glass 
• NORT-LEULINGHEM : Windmill - 
calvary retable 
• REBECQUES : Wattle and daub farm 
buildings
• SAINT-MARTIN-AU-LAËRT : Audoma-
rois Marshes - windmill - sugar refinery 
-  Maison du marais
• SAINT-OMER : Notre Dame Cathedral 
- ruins of Saint Bertin’s Abbey - historical 
town centre - public gardens - Audoma-
rois marshes
• SALPERWICK :  Audomarois Marshes - 
Saubruit castle
• SERQUES : Yellow brick windmill - 
Audomarois marshes
• TATINGHEM : Saint Yves close - church 
of Saint Jacques - farms
• THÉROUANNE : Museum and ar-
chaeological site - Nielle chapel
• TOURNEHEM-SUR-LA-HEM : Church 
of Saint Médard and its organ - Saint 
Louis de Guémy’s chapel - watermill - 
historic town centre - mediaeval gate
• TILQUES : Ecou castle - Hocquet castle 
- Audomarois marshes
• WARDRECQUES : 19th century indus-
trial buildings - Ave Maria retirement home
• WIZERNES : Paper mills - town houses 
- church of Saint Folquin - post war 
urban development
• ZOUAFQUES  : Church of Saint 
Martin - ford

Land of Art and History Towns :
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This brochure was produced in 2015 by the Land of Art 
and History centre of the Urban development agency for 
the Saint-Omer region.



The «Land of Art and History of Saint-Omer» is part of a national network 
of «Towns of Art and History.
This designation is attributed by the Ministry of Culture and Communication to communities 
which are particularly committed to promoting and informing people about their architecture 
and heritage. These towns and regions present their heritage in all its diversity, from ancient 
ruins to the architecture of the 21st century.
It now represents a network of 184 towns and regions all over France.

The Land of Art and History of Saint-Omer is one of the departments of 
the Urban development agency for the Saint-Omer region.
This department is devoted to promoting the region’s heritage and organizes events all year 
round for the local population, visitors and schools. It is happy to inform and assist you for all 
your projects.

Nearby :
Other towns bearing the same trademark of quality: Lille, Roubaix, Cambrai, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Lens-

Liévin, Amiens, Saint-Quentin, Laon, Noyon, Soissons, Beauvais, Senlis, Ermenonville and Chantilly.

Information/bookings :
Land of Art and History of Saint-Omer Centre
Urban development agency
Pays de Saint-Omer - Flandre Intérieure
Centre administratif Saint-Louis - Rue Saint-Sépulcre 62503 Saint-Omer Cedex
www.patrimoines-saint-omer.fr
pah@aud-stomer.fr - Tel : 03.2138.01.62

Office de Tourisme de la Région de Saint-Omer
7, place Victor Hugo 62500 Saint-Omer
www.tourisme-saintomer.com/
contact@tourisme-saintomer.com - Tel : 03.21.98.08.51
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With the support of the Ministry of Culture and Communication and 

the Regional Directorate of Cultural Affairs of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais.


